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Basic science is a science, from the position of which you will consider the problem. In the Olympics
in social science, there are several of them: economics, sociology, philosophy, political science,
cultural studies, lawwork. Obviously, choosing the topic associated with the laws, you will refer to the
legal sphere. Basically, the section is clear by keywords, and it is easy to define it. It is important
here else!

 Year from year to one of the most important segal criteria for jury members in assessing the essay
is the so-called meta-delta links. This means that in its essay you need to show the relationship
between basic science with others and demonstrate how the phenomenon under consideration
affects other spheres of society. For example, when writing an essay in economics, it is possible to
show how this economic phenomenon affects social inequality, social mobility, and so on. Step 3:
The wording of your own point of view

At this step, it is necessary to justify and formulate your point of view on the proposed problem. Here
you are not asked to express your consent or disagreement with the author. Try to answer the
question: What is your point of view on a specific social science problem (and not to say)? Step 4:
Arguments

It is important when preparing for this step, and to the Olympiad itself as a whole, there is an
olympiad essay. Here in the arguments you look at the quality of the example, and not on its source.

In this section, the essay is assessed by four basic criteria.

Internal meaning unity, coherence of key abstracts and allegations, consistency of judgments;

Support for scientific theories, possession of the concepts of the course;

Support on the facts of public life, personal social experience;

Examples from the works of spiritual culture (literature, theater).

Do not forget to mention the arguments of scientific figures and introduce their gaze on the problem.
The benefits attached in the previous article about the Social Score as a whole will be perfectly
helped here. Indicating how one or another problem was viewed by scientists, you will show your
horizons and understanding of the problem. Step 5: Conclusion and logical conclusions

Here it is necessary to repeat the problem in another wording and, relying on its examples and
reasoning, come to the appropriate conclusions. Conclusion It is necessary to formulate a briefly,
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otherwise the danger to move away from the topic. Essay is a clear following criteria or creativity?


